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CATALOGUE
OF
XAVIER ACADEMY
DANA AVENUE AND WINDING WAY
AVONDALE
CINCINNATI, OHIO
1915-1916
CINClNNATI,
THE MOUNTEL PRESS, POWER aUILDING:.
1916.

QCaltnbar.
1916.
June l5-Scholarship Examinations-Academy.
Aug. 3l-Entrance Examinations.
Sept. 4-Registration.
Sept. 5-0pening of Session-Schola Brevis.
Sept. IS-Mass of the Holy Ghost.
Sept. IS-Academy Societies reorganize-Modern language
classes begin.
Oct. 4-Feast of St. Francis Assisi-Rector's Day.
Nov. ~-Mid-semesterExaminations.
Nov. l5-Quarterly Assembly.
Dec. 3-Feast of St. Francis Xavier, Patron of the College.
Solemn Services in the Church.
Dec. 7-Sodality Reception.
Dec. 8-Feast of the Immaculate Conception.
Dec. ~3-ChristmasRecess.
1917.
Jan. ~-Classes resumed.
Jan. l7-Mid-year Examinations.
l~eb. ~-Mid-yearAssembly.
Feb. 22-Washington's Birthday.
Mar. 26-Elocution Preliminaries.
Mar. Sl-Mid-semester Examinations.
April ~-Students'Annual Retreat begins.
April 5-Close of the Retreat-Easter Recess.
April l4-Quarterly Assembly.
April ~5-ElocutionContest.
May l-Archbishop's Day.
May ~8-Pentecost Monday.
May 3D-Decoration Day.
June 9-Final Examinations.
June 21-Commencement.
;Soarb of tEru~ttt5.
REV. FRANCIS HEIERMANN, 8.J.,
PRESIDENT.
REV. JOHN F. NEENAN. 8.J.•
VICE-PRESIDENT.
REV. ALBERT C. FO X, S.J.,
CHANCELLOR.
REV. GEORGE A. McGOVERN, 8.J.•
SECRETARY.
REV. FREDERICK A. G08IGER, S.J.,
TREASURER.
REV. MICHAEL J. RYAN, S.J.
REV. JOHN F. McCORMICK, 8.J.
jfacultp.
REV. FRANCIS HEIERMANN. S.J.•
PRESIDENT.
REV. GEORGE A. McGOVERN. S.J••
PREFECT OF STUDIlllS AND DISCIPLINlll.
REV. GEORGE P. SHANLEY. S.J.•
FOURTH ACADlllMIC.
MR. FRANCIS PEACOCK. S.J.,
THIRD ACADEMIC.
REV. GREGORY J. DERSCHUG, S.J.,
SECOND ACADEMIC. GERMAN.
MR. WILLIAM T. BURNS, A.B.,
SECOND ACADEMIC.
MR. ANTHONY R. KUENZEL. S.J.,
FIRST ACADEMIC.
REV. WALTER G. CORNELL. S.J.,
LABORA'rOR"f PH"fSIca.
REV. JOSEPH T. REAL. S.J.,
CHAPLAIN.

~~AVIER ACADEMY, Dana Ave-nue and Winding Way, underX the care of the Fathers of theSociety of Jesus, was openedJanuary 5, 191~. For five years
previous to this, it was located at the south-
west corner of Lincoln and Gilbert Avenues,
Walnut Hills.
This institution, as its name suggests, is
connected with St. Xavier College, at
Seventh and Sycamore streets. The entrance
requirements and the grading of the classes
are identical in both institutions. A success-
ful examination at the end of the year will
admit the student to the next higher class in
St. Xavier College should he wish to go there.
In fact these two form but one institution,
the Branch Academy being opened in the
residence portion of the city to accommodate
the residents of Cincinnati's growing suburbs.
The Academy has many advantages of
location, being situated in the heart of Avon-
dale it is within easy reach of Hyde Park,
Oakley, Walnut Hills, Evanston, Norwood,
Bond Hill, Mt. Auburn and Clifton.
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•~i5torical. In 1906 the Board of Trustees
of St.· Xavier College deemed it advisable
to enlarge the educational equipment of the
College and accordingly opened a Branch
Academy or High School in Walnut Hills.
This site, however, soon proved to be in-
adequate. An opportunity of securing a more
suitable location together with ampler grounds
having presented itself, the College authorities
determined to purchase the park and club house
formerly occupied by the Avondale Athletic
Club.
On September 19, 1911, the legal transfer
of the property was made to the College.
After the necessary alterations and repairs
had been made, the new Academy was solemnly
dedicated by His Grace Most Heverend Henry
Moeller, D.D., Archbishop of Cincinnati, on
December 29, 1911, and on January 5, 1912,
the classes were transferred from Walnut Hills
to their new and beautiful home in Avondale.
The building answers the present require-
ments. It is large, roomy and lightsome;
containing besides the class rooms, a spacious
reading room, dining halls, chapel, play room,
shower baths and four bowling alleys. The
grounds are admirably suited to educational
purposes. On the east and west are high
level plateaus,-and between these lies a broad
valley, presenting an ideal campus with griJ-
iron, base ball diamonds, swimming pool,
tennis courts and every facility for out-door
athletics.
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aim. The training in the new St. Xavier
Academy or High School is of the sort which
three hundred years of Jesuit educational work
has made known throughout the world. The
aim of this institution is to turn out young
men whose mental faculties have been so de-
veloped and formed that they may successfully
enter upon the immediate preparation for any
career.
It is not the intention actually to equip its
students with professional knowledge; conse-
quently, studies of a technical nature as such are
not included in the course. Long experience
has proven, to the satisfaction of the best edu-
cators the world over, that a young man well
trained in general and classical studies succeeds
better afterwards in professional preparation than
one whose early training was distracted by aD
assorted smattering of quasi-professional studies.
In other words, it is almost universally admitted
that a well developed and properly formed mind
is a more valuable asset in any career or pro-
fession than a heterogeneous and half-assimi-
lated mass of information.
Of at least equal importance with this mental
training is the moral formation offered in this
school. Students are assured a careful super-
vision, a personal and kindly interest, and due
attention to their religious instruction. It is the
conviction of the Society of Jesus, at least, that
the final result of a good education is neither
distinctively intellectual nor distinctively moral,
but rather that combination of capable intelli-
gence and sterling manly virtue which makes up
9 \
a good character: that it is men who are to be
trained in schools, not mere minds.
ebutatfonal &!'~ttm. In pursuance of this
plan, the studies insisted upon are mainly litera-
ry, mathematical and historical. The student is
taught to appreciate excellence of thought and
propriety of language, through instruction in the
classics of Latin and Greek and English. He
is drilled into habits· of orderly and accurate
thinking by the comparative study of the forms
and idioms of these tongues. His mind is
strengthened and developed in logical power by
the rigorous discipline which mathematics
affords. And while acquiring a store of useful
information, he learns to appreciate men and
times by the systematic perusal of ancient and
modern history. Details of these and supple-
mentary studies are given in the "Scheme of
Studies," which occurs later on.
.moral flrrafnfng. In its moral training the
Xavier Academy aims at building the con-
science of its students for the right fulfilment of
their civil, social and religious duties. There is
insistence on the cultivation of the Christian
virtues which operate for this fulfilment; and as
the only solid basis of virtue and morality, thor-
ough instruction in the principles of religion
forms an essential part of the system. Students
of any denomination are admitted to the courses,
and all are required to show a respectful demea-·
nor during the ordinary exercises of public
prayer; but the Catholic students are required
to attend the classes in Christian Doctrine, to
be present at the Chapel exercises, to make an
annual retreat, and to approach the Sacraments
at least once a month.
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6t.fj.fjions. The Academic year consists of one
session, beginning on the first Monday of Sep-
tember and ending on or about June ~lst, when
the An:nual Distribution of Premiums takes
place. The session is divided into two terms
-the first ending on the 31st of January and
the second on or about June ~lst.
<!fxamination.fj. There are two semester examina-
tions, at the end of January and June re-
spectively; and two mid-semester examinations
(or semi-semester tests), one at the end of the
first, the other at the end of the third quarter.
These four examinations count for class medals
and Honors; but the examinations at the end
of each semester are decisive for promotion.
A student who fails in any branch in a semester
examination is thereby disqualified for Honors
for the year. One who fails in any branch in a
mid-semester examination is barred from Honors
at the Quarterly Assembly immediately follow-
ing this examination.
Conditions in a semester examination must
have been removed by the end of the next
quarter, or they automatically become failures.
Each semester a day is set for the conditioned
examinations. The fee for these examinations
will be $1.00 for each branch, invariably to be
paid in advance. Conditioned examinations
on other than appointed days will be granted
on the payment of a fee of $~.OO.
~romotion5. Promotions to a higher grade are
regularly made at the beginning of the Academi~
year; but they will be made at the end of any
semester when the student's progress justifies
promotion.
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For 'promotion or for graduation, a passing
mark of 70 per cent. must be attained in each
of the subjects prescribed for the class. Those
who are conditioned in any branch will not be
promoted until all canditions be removed by
satisfactory examinations.
(:{a99 a;tanbing. The student's progress is
indicated by the combined results of the ex-
aminations, mentioned above, and his class-
work. "Class-work" is the record of the stu-
dent's attendance and of his satisfactory work
during the hours of class. It counts half,
equally with the examinations, in determining
his standing.
Each branch is estimated on the basis of
100 per cent. The passing mark is 70. A
grade between 50 and 70 imposes a "condition,"
requiring the student, within the following
quarter, to pass another examination in the
conditioned subject. This examination is final.
Conditions in the mid-year and June examina-
tions, if not removed by the end of the next
quarter, automatically become failures. A
grade below 50 is absolute failure, bars the
student from the privilege of re-examination,
and deprives him utterly of all credit for the
work of the entire semester.
!\.tport9. Quarterly reports are sent to the pur-
ents or guardians of the students, to inform
them of the conduct and improvement of their
sons or wards. The Prefect of Studies should
be notified if the reports are not received in
due time.
• onor~ anb Jri?t,U. The honors and prizes
awarded at the end of the year are determined by
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the recitations of the entire year and the compe-
titions. To the student making the highest aver-
age in the collective branches of his class a gold
medal is awarded. Those whose average is 90
per cent and upward merit the distinction of
First Honors; and those whose average is be-
tween 85 and 90, Second Honors. Besides these
incentives to study, special mention is made in
the catalogue of those who have obtained lead-
ing places in the various branches of their classes.
Q!;ntrantt. Every candidate for admission who is
not personally' acquainted with some member of
the Faculty must produce proper testimonials of
a good moral character. If he comes from
another college, he will be required to present a
certificate of good standing in the institution
which he has left.
~tntral l\tgulatiom~. 1. Attendance. - As
regular attendance is an important element in
class standing and an essential condition for suc-
cessful work, students must not be detained or
withdrawn from classes except for very grave rea-
sons.
For absence or for tardiness, a note from the
parent or guardian will invariably be required.
Mere absence does not excuse a student from
the obligation of preparing his ordinary recita-
tions or relieve him from any part of his exami-
nations. Frequent absence or tardiness, except
on account of sickness, is sufficient cause for
dismissal. Any student who has been absent
from a class for any cause whatsoever, or who
has reported not prepared as many as three
times within any month shall be required to
take a written test on all work missed. This
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test shall not be substituted for any of the regular
class tests.
2. Home Study.-All the endeavors of the
Faculty will fail to insure success for the students
unless they apply themselves to their studies with
diligence and constancy outside of class hours.
Approximately twenty-five hours each week are
spent in class work; and to prepare the recita-
tions and exercises for this work, as well as to
review the matter previously seen, at least fifteen
hours of home study each week, or from two to
three hours daily, are required. Parents and
guardians are, therefore, respectfully urged to
insist on this application.
S. Oommunications.-Due notice should be
given to the Vice-President or Prefect of Studies
of a change of residence, or of the contemplated
withdrawal of a student.
The name of the College, or of any class or
Department of the College must not be used
for any event, social or athletic, nor must
anything be published over the signature of the
College unless permission has been obtained
in each case.
No one is allowed to play on the representa-
tive team in College 01' High School athletics
unless he gives satisfaction in his studies and
attains an average of at least 7/5 per cent.
in the semester and mid-semester examinations.
~oon 1.uncbeon. To meet the wishes of many
parents and students, a cozy lunch room has
been fitted up and placed under reliable man-
agement, so that a warm lunch may be obtained
at the noon recess. The service is a la carte
and the charges are moderate.
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The following scholarships will be offered the
coming year by the Trustees of St. Xavier College..
These scholarships will be awarded by competitive
examination.
CONDITIONS OF THE CONTEST.
1. One course scholarship, four high school
scholarships and four partial scholarships will be
awarded.
fl. The examination will be held on Thursday,
June 15, 1916, at 8:30 a.m., in St. Xavier College,
Seventh and Sycamore Streets, Cincinnati.
3. Each applicant must have been a pupil of a
parochial school in the diocese of Cincinnati or
Covington, or vicinity, during the whole session
of 1915-16.
4. No scholarship will be awarded to any con-
testant whose average falls below 85 per cent.
5. Ordinarily no school will be awarded more
than one scholarship. However, should the number
of scholarships to be awarded exceed the number of
contestants whose average is 85 per cent. or more,
the usual process of awarding the remaining scholar-
ships will be repeated until all are disposed of.
6. Any boy of the eighth grade in his school
will be eligible to take the examination, provided
he has not spent more than one year in the eighth
grade. High school students are not eligible.
7. The pupil who makes the highest average
will be entitled to a free education in the entire
High School and Collegiate Courses.
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8. The winners of the next four scholarships
will receive a free education in the High School
<
course.
9. The partial scholarships entitle to one year's
tuition free.
10. .Every precaution is taken to make the
test as fair as possible. The pupils do not write
their name or the name of their school on their
papers, but on separate cards which are placed in
sealed envelopes. These envelopes are opened only
after the papers have been examined and in the
presence of the competitors.
11. The winner of a scholarship may, if he
prefers, attend the Xavier Academy in Avondale.
MATTER OF EXAMINATION.
1. Spelling.-A dictated list of twenty words
of average difficulty.
~. Arithmetic.-The whole of arithmetic; par-
ticular stress being laid on fractions, common and
decimal; percentage, interest, proportion, square
and cube root, and mensuration.
S. English Grammar.-Etymology, rules of syn-
tax, correction of false syntax and common errors
with reasons, parsing, analysis of sentences.
4. Original Composition.-Including the essen-
tials of punctuation, use of capital letters, sylla-
bication, and familiarity with the simpler forms of
letter-writing.
N.B.-The examinations will be given in the
order named above. .
One hour will be allowed for each of the last three
subjects.
At the end of each hour, a recess of ten minutes
will be granted.
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Some of the friends of St. Xavier, realizing the
importance and necessity of substantial encourage-
ment and support in the work of Catholic higher
education, have recently tendered such encourage-
ment and support in the most practical and desirable
way, viz.: by establishing Scholarships. These
St. Xavier gratefully acknowledges.
A PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIP is said to have been
founded or established, when the endowment is
Fifteen Hundred Dollars, a sum sufficiently large to
yield an annual interest that will cover the yearly
tuition fees.
A COURSE SCHOLARSHIP represents an amount
necessary for a full course (High School and College),
entitling the holder, upon successful examination
at the end of the course, to a Baccalaureate Degree.
An ANNuAL SCHOLARSHIP is provided by the
donation of $60.00.
The following PERPETUAL SCHOLARSHIPS have
been established:
Two Scholarships, in thanksgiving for favors
received, by a friend of Catholic higher education,
whose name is withheld for the present by request.
firE YOUNG LADIES' SODALITY SCHOLARSI:IIP,
founded in 1911, by the Young Ladies' Sodality of
St. Xavier Church, in favor of a deserving student
of St. Xavier Parochial School.
THE DENIS F. CASH SCHOLARSHIP, founded in
1913 by Mr. Denis F. Cash.
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THE MARGARET CONWAY SCHOLARSHIP, founded
in 1914 by Miss Margaret Conway.
THE ALPHONSE S. WETTERER SCHOLARSHIP,
founded 'in 1915 by Mr. Alphonse S. Wetterer, to
be applied to a deserving student of St. Augustine's
Parish, Cincinnati, O.
THE BERNARD BROCKMANN SCHOLARSHIP, found-
ed in 1915 by Mr. Bernard Brockmann.
The first COURSE SCHOLARSHIP (payable annu-
ally) has been offered by Judge William A. Geoghe-
gan for a deserving student to be chosen by the
Faculty.
The President and Faculty wish to express their
grateful acknowledgment of the receipt of five hun-
dred dollars, advanced by a friend, as a hasis for
another Perpetual Scholarship.
"ounbtb ;JMtbalu anb ~rf~tU.
Another method of assisting both Faculty and
students is the foundation of medals and other
prizes. The gift of $300 will found a medal in
perpetuity and the founder's name will be per-
petuated in the annual catalogues. It is hardly
possible to conceive a more effectual way of per-
petuating the memory of a benefactor than this
foundation of medals and prizes. 1'he name of the
benefactor will be annually recalled as long as the
college survives, and unborn generations of bene-
ficiaries will bless the memory of the benefactors.
The Joseph B. Vel'kamp Debate Medal, which
was founded in June, 1913, is the first and onl.y
founded medal to be placed at the disposition of the
Faculty thus far.
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Cornelius Jansen.
Henry Kriege.
~otitttts. Sodality of the Blessed Virgin.-
The Sodality has for its object the promotion
of filial love towards the Mother of God and
the practice of virtue and piety among its mem-
bers. The Sodality is aggregated to the So-
dality of the Roman College.
REV. GEORGE P. SHANLEY, S.J.
First Term. Second Term.
Norbert Brockman. .. Prefect Norbert Brockman
John Hardig First Assistant Howard Clarke
Howard Clarke Second Assistant John Hardig
Joseph O'Meara... . . Secretary Joseph O'Meara
Robert Dolle Treasurer . . . . . .. Robert Dolle
Anthony Bokenkotter, Organist Anthony Bokenkotter
CONSULTORS.
William Barrs. Gerald Isphording.
Philip Brady. Lawrence McDevitt.
Junior Literary Society.-The object of this
Society is to promote the study of literature
and to facilitate the practice of composition
and speaking. Debates, essays, readings or de-
clamations form the regular program of the
weekly meetings. The members are thus pre-
pared for entrance into the Philopedian Society.
Rev. George P. Shanley, S.J Moderator
Norbert Brockman '" President
Robert Eggers Secretary
Erwin Kattus Treasurer
John Byrne, !
Robert Dolle, Committee on Debates
John Hardig,
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Acolythical Society.-The principal object
of this Society is to add beauty and solemnity
to divine worship by an accurate observance
of the liturgic rites and ceremonies· as also to
afford Catholic students, distinguished for
excellent deportment, the honor of serving in
the Sanctuary.
Mr. A. R. Kuenzel, S.J. Director
Erwin Kattus President
Cornelius Jansen Secretary
Anthony Bokenkotter, ~ Sacristans
Henry Campbell \
Library and Reading Room A88ociation8.-
These Associations have been established to
afford their members opportunities of enlarging
their fund of general. knowledge. The library
is free to all students whose standing in their
respective classes gives satisfaction.
Mr. Francis Peacock, S.J. Director
Cornelius Jansen •.•........................... Custodian
Henry Campbell Secretary
Stephen DuBrul, l . .
Robert Verhage, 5' LlbrLmans
atblttic a~~odation. Through t his
Association athletics are entrusted to the
direct management of the student body, under
the supervision of the Faculty Director. Every
student is eligible to membership who attains
75 notes, the requisite standard of proficiency
in his studies.
Mr. A. R. Kuenzel, S.J. Director
Norbert Brockman Presiden t
James Doud '" .....•..................... Vice-President
Robert Dolle ,.......................... Secretary
Howard Clar~e .....•......................... Treasurer
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~trm5. As the institution is not endowed, it is en-
tirely dependent for its support on the fees paid
for tuition.
Tuition, per quarter for all classes ..... $~O.OO
Payments must be made quarterly or semi-
annually in advance. The account for tuition
dates from the day of the student's entrance.
No deduction is allowed for absence, save in case
of dismissal or protracted illness. The session is
divided into quarters, beginning respectively
about the 1st of September, the 15th of Novem-
ber, the 1st of February and the 15th of April.
Students of Chemistry and Physics for the
use of the apparatus pay per session. $10.00
Fee for the privilege of examination in
any conditioned branch-each subject
invariably in advance ..... . . . . . . . . 1.00
Conditioned examinations, on days other
than those assigned by the Faculty, 2.00
Former students applying for a detailed
certificate of standing must pay. a
Registrar's fee of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1.00
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~tabtm!, or J}igb &tbool.
GENERAL STATEMENT.
The instruction given at St. Xavier Branch Aca-
demy, besides being a preparation for college, aims
at imparting an education such as is usually given in
the best High Schools and Academies. It comprises
four classes, corresponding to the four years classical
course of approved High Schools.
As it is one of the main ends of education to de-
velop in the youthful mind the habit of clear and ac-
curate thinking, much attention is given, the first
year or two, to the analysis and synthesis of senten-
ces, and in general, to the study of grammatical rules
and principles. This is all the more insisted upon
because a thorough knowledge of Etymology and
Syntax is the only sound basis for the more advanced
work of reading and literary interpretation. For the
same reasons, authors are studied with much care
and minuteness, with a view to thoroughness rather
than to extensive reading in the Latin and Greek
authors. A little well thought out is more effective
towards true education than a great deal that is ill-
digested and imperfectly understood.
Much more stress is laid on the subject of Latin
composition than is usual in High Schools, for the
reason that the value of the study of Latin, as an
educational instrument, rests in no small measure on
the work of composition. The reading of Latin, as it
is usually practiced, requires comparatively little
mental effort; but translation from English into
22


Latin forces thought and reflection. There is scarce-
ly an intellectual process which the young student
has to go through that requires more reflection and
alertness of mind, a more concentrated attention and
a clearer insight into the precise meaning of language
than the task of "reproducing in an ancient tongue
the thoughts and sentences of modern speech". If
Latin deserves to be retained as an instrument of
training, Latin composition deserves to be studied
well.
InMathematics and other studies, the programme
here set down follows the usual ~vision of subjects
in approved High School courses. The course in
English is particularly thorough and complete.
Gradual and harmonious development on a system~
atic basis has ever been the aim in the selection and
gradation of all these studies.
REQUIRE:MENTS FOR ADMISSION.
1. All applicants for admission must give satis-
factory evidence of good moral character, and
present testimonials to that effect from the school
last attended.
~. Candidates for admission to the first year
of St. Xavier Academy or High School who present
a certificate of promotion from the Eighth Grade
of regular graded schools will not be subjected to
further examination.
S. All other candidates must pass. a satisfac~
tory examination in the folloWing subjects.
ENGLISH. 1.-Grammar.-Parts of speech;
cases; tenses; voice, active and passive; classi-
fication of sentences; parsing; analysis of complex
sentences.
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~. Composition.-A short letter or narrative
to test the candidate's ability to write grammatical
English.
ARITHMETIC. Fractions, common and decimal;
denominate numbers; measurements; percentage,
including commission, stocks and bonds, simple
and compound interest, discount; ratio and pro-
portion; square and cube roots.
HISTORY. Principal epochs and events of the
history of the United States; some knowledge of
the chief actors in these events; causes and results
of great movements and wars.
GEOGRAPHY. Division of the world into conti-
nents; political division of the continent'!; form of
government of each country, its chief cities, its great
rivers and products, etc.
REQUffiEMENTS FOR DEGREES.
For requirements for Degrees, see College
Catalogue, page 17.
For minimum preliminary educational require-
ments for law and medicine in Ohio, see College
Catalogue, page 75.
24
tEbe J!}tgb j)tbool QtOUt5t~
FffiST YEAR.
In this class the study of Latin is begun, the object
of the class being to familiarize the student with
Latin Etymology. Accurate memory work and
daily drill, both oral and written, are employed to
secure familiarity with the Latin forms. Habits of
close observation, of persevering study and of logical
method are inculcated. Thus the student becomes
conscious of the progress made and acquires confi- ,
dence in himself. A review of English grammar runs
parallel with the study of Latin. This affords an op-
portunity for illustration and comparison and renders
the special English work of the year intelligible and
interesting. Efforts are made to develop imagina-
tion and the literary sense by the methodic study
and imitation of selections from Irving. A booklet
has been specially prepared for this purpose.
SECOND YEAR.
During the second year the case constructions of
Latin are studied by precepts and practice. Skill in
parsing, readiness in the analysis and construction of
sentences, are aimed at together with facility of ex-
pression in translation and in the simpler forms of
composition. In English, diligent comparison with
Latin constructions leads to intelligent discussion of
English Syntax, and of the more lengthy and com-
plex English sentences, periodic and otherwise.
Hence, particular attention is given to the study and
acquisition of the rhetorical qualities of sentences
-unity, coherence, etc. Greek is begun.
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'mIRD YEAR.
The object of this class is to pursue the work be-
gun in the preceding years and to complete the study
of grammar, at least in outline. Daily drill and fre-
quent written exercises in Latin and Greek familiarize
the pupil with the forms, structure and idioms of
these languages. In English, on the other hand, the
aim is to cultivate a sense of discrimination in the
choice of words, purity of phrase and idiom, vividness
of expression, grasp of structure in the more lengthy
themes of a narrative and descriptive character.
FOURTH YEAR.
The fourth year is devoted to a formal and sys-
tematic review of the entire field of grammar. Com-
parative grammar is made a special feature; the
study of Latin and that of Greek go hand in hand;
idiom is balanced against idiom; construction com-
pared or contrasted with construction. It is only by
thus repeating and dwelling on syntactical principles, .
by comparing and contrasting them, that the student
will become familiar with the highly complex struc-
ture of the classic languages and begin to feel some-
thing of their real genius. In the matter of trans-
lation from Latin and Greek into the vernacular,
what is called "literal translation", that is, the ren-
dering of Latin into uncouth and awkward English,
is absolutely not tolerated.
In English, the student is further trained in the
various species of prose composition, narration, etc.,
dialogue and letter writing. Considerable attention
is given this year to the theory and practice of verse
writing, both as an accomplishment in itself and as an
aid to the acquisition of an easy, graceful style in
prose.
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~THE HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM.
I. Table of Required Subjects in the Several Courses. .
I II III IV
English
· . · 5 English · . · 5 English · 5 English ... · 5
Classical Algebra
· . · 5 Geometry · . 5 History . . · 5 Physics ... · 5Course Latin
· 5 Latin . . . · 5 Latin .... 5 Latin .. .. 5Ancient History
· 5 Greek . . · . · 5 Greek . . · 5 Greek .. · 5
English · .. · 5 English · . 5 English
· 5 English · 5
Algebra I ••.. 5 Geometry
· . · 5 Modem History . . 5 American History
and Civics
· 5
English Foreign Language
· 5 Foreign Language · 5 Foreign Language · 5 Algebra II and SolidCourse Geometry or For-
eign Language
· 5
Ancient History
· 5 Biology .. · 5 Physical Geography, 5 Physics .. 5
. English ... 5 English
· . 5 English · 5 English .•. 5Algebra I •... 5 Modern Language (A)5 Modern Langnage (A)5 Physics
· 5
Scientific Ancient History
• 5 Biology ..... 5 Algebra II and Solid. Modern Language (B)Course Geometry .
· 5 or American His- •
tory and Civics
· 5Physical Geography, 5 G~ometry ~ . . . . 5! Chemistry
· 5 Trigonometry · 5
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II. Combined Table of Required and Elective Subjects.
Branches Classical Course English Course Scientific Course
I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV
Christian Doctrine ................ I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0rnglish . . . . . . . -. . . . . 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Latin ............. 5 0 0 0 0 .. . . . . ..
· .
. . .. ..
Languages Greek .•........... 5 .. 0 0 0 ..
German .•........... 5 .. ., E E Si S E E · . S S E
French ............. 5 .. .. E E S s E E .. S s E1Ancient ............ 5 0 .. .. . , 0 .. .. 0 . .
History Mediaeval and Modern .•... 5 .. .. 0 .. .. .. 0 .. .. S SEnglish ............. 51 .. .. . . .. ., .. .. E . . .. E E
American (advanced) . . . . . . . 51 .. ., . . . . ..
· .
.. 0 . . .. .. S
Civics . • . . . . . • . . . • . 51 .. E E E .. · . .. 0 .. E E Eflgebrn I ............ , 0 .. .. 0 .. .. 0 .. ..
Algebra II .........•. 51 .. .. E .. .. . . E .. 0 ..
Mathematics Plane Geometry . . . . . . . . . 5 .. 0 . . .. 0 . . .. 0 ..
Solid Geometry ......... 51 .. .. E .. · . E .. .. 0
Trigonometry . . . . . . • . . . 51 .. .. .. E .. . . .. E · . .. · . E1Physical Geography .. . . . . . 5 E E .. E E 0 E E 0 E · . ..
Sciences Biology ............ 5 E E .. E E E 0 E E 0 . . ..Physics ............. 5 .. . . .. 0 . . .. S E .. ..
· . 0Chemistry ........... 5 .. .. .. E . . .. S E .. .. 0 ..
Drawing ............ 5 E E E E E E E E E E E E
N.B.-An elective in one year is also elective in any subsequent year. but not vice versa.
Explanation of the symbols nsed:
5 means u a five hour bnmch throughout the year"; S1 means U a live hour branch for one sem~'; 0 means .....obligatory..; E means
Helective"; S means "select one from this group".
The election thus provided for is under the guidance of the Prefect of Studies and by no means implies a random selection by the students
themselves without advice or consultation.
~tbtbult of ~tubits.
All the studies are prescribed unless otherwise
indicated.
The number of periods indicates the amount of
time given to a study per week. A period, unless
otherwise specified, stands for 50 minutes.
CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE.
Two periods weekly.
FIRST YEAR. Faith.-Its object, necessity and qualities.
Thc Apostles' Creed. Text-book: Deharbe's Large Catechism.
SECOND YEAR. The Commandments of God, Precepts of
the Church, Sin and Virtuc. Text-book, as in first year.
THIRD YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of the Catholic
Religion, Treatise IV, from Grace to end of book.
FOURTH YEAR. Coppens' Systematic Study of the Catholic
Religion, Treatise I, The Christian Revelation, to Treatise IV.
LATIN.
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-Etymology; rules of concord of noun, adjective,
and vcrb. Bennett's Foundations, complete.
Practice-Short written exercises several times a week
and daily oral drill. Bennett's Foundations.
Memory-The vocabularies in the Foundations.
SECOND YEAR. (Fivc periods.)
Precepts-Etymology reviewed; syntax, Bennett's Gram-
mar.
Author-First semester; Caesar, De Bello Gallieo, Books
I-II.
Second semester: Caesar, Dc Bello Gallieo, Books III-IV.
Sight Reading-Both semesters: Caesar, portions not
prescribed above.
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Practice-Both semesters: Bennett's Latin Writer, com-
plete.
Memory-Both semesters: Important verbs with their
principal parts as given in Bennett, No. no sq.• ten a day.
TIHRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-First semester: Review of the syntax of nouns;
syntax of adjectives and pronouns.
Second semester: Syntax of verbs.
Authors-First semester: Caesar, De Bello Gallioo, Books
V-VI.
'Second semester: Cicero, In Catalinam. I-III.
Sight Reading-Both semesters: Caesar and Cicero, por-
tions not prescribed above.
Practice-Both semesters: Bradley's Arnold, from No. 77
to No. ~62. Twice a week.
Memory-A few lines from author daily.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-First semester: IReview of syntax to moods.
Second semester: Review of syntax continued: word
order, sentence·structure, style; Julian Calendar; prosody.
Authors-First semester: Cicero, Pro Arohia and Pro
Lege Manilia.
Sight Reading-Both semesters: Cicero and Virgil. portions
not prescribed above.
Second semester: Virgil, Aeneid, Books I-II; selections
from Christian hymnology.
Practice-Both semesters: Bradley's Arnold, from No. i62
to No. 527. Twice a week.
Memory-A few lines from author daily.
GJ;tEEK.
FIRST YEAR.
Towards the end of the second semester a few bours are
devoted to the study of Greek, so as to familiarize the pupil
with the alphabet and the pronunciation.
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SECOND YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-Both semesters: Etymology; nouns, regular
and irregular adjectives, pronouns, adverbs, the regnlar verb.
Kaegi-Kleist's Grammar.
Practice-Two themes a week; frequent written class
exercises; a written review once a week.
Memory-Six or eight words daily.
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-First semester; Etymology completed; syntax;
agreement, voices. tenses. moods in independent clauses.
Keagi-Kleist.
Second semester: Moods in dependent clauses.
Author-Both semesters: XE'nophon. Anabasisl Books I-II.
Practice-Both semesters: A theme twice a week based
on Xenophon. Pearson's Greek Prose Composition.
Memory-Irregular verbs.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts-First semester: Syntax completed. Kaegi-
Kleist.
Second semester: Homeric dialect; syntax reviewed.
Authors-First semester: Xenophon. Anabasis. Books
III-IV.
Second semester: Homer. Iliad. Book 1.
Practice-Both semesters: Two themes a week. built on
the words and sentences of Xenophon, and illustrating the
rules of syntax.
M emory-Select passages from the author.
ENGLI~H.
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Analysis and sentence-building.
punctuation. etc.; occasional practice in letter writing.
Text-Books: Brooks English Composition, Book I, Ryan's
Studies in Irving.
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Texts for Study: Hawthorne, Tanglewood Tales; Dickens,
Christmas Carols; Goldsmith, Deserted Village; Longfellow,
Evangeline; Whittier, Snowbound; Scott, Lady of the Lake.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
SECOND YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: The period; development and
imitation of periods; the paragraph; constructive principles of
the paragraph; analysis and imitation of paragraphs.
Text-Books: Brooks English Composition, Book 1. Don-
nelly's Imitation and Analysis, and Ryan's Studies in Irving
as a companion book for work in composition.
Texts for Study: Irving, The Sketch Book; Hawthorne.
The Great Stone Face, The Snow Image; Poe, The Gold Bug,
The Purloined Letter; Wiseman, Fabiola; Macaulay, Lays
of Ancient Rome; Longfellow, Tales of a Wayside Inn;
Bryant, Selections; Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Brooks, English Composition,
Book II; Choice of Words, Narration, Description, Figures
of Speech.
Texts for Study: Lamb, Select Essays of Elia; De Quincy,
Flight of a Tartar Tribe; Newman. Callista; Lafcadio Hearn,
Chita; Tennyson, The Holy Grail. The Passing of Arthur;
De Vere, (Domville's Selections;) Drake. Culprit Fay; Lowell,
Vision of Sir Launfal; Scott, The Talisman; Parkman,
Selections.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
Precepts and Practice: Exposition, argument, versifica-
tion, essays.
Text Books: Brooks, English Composition, Book II.
Tewts for Study: Macaulay, Select Essays; Newman,
Prose Selections; Addison, Selections from the Spectator;
Burke. Conciliation with the Colonies; Wordsworth, Selec-
tions; Moore's Melodies; Shakespeare, Merchant of Venice
or Macbeth.
Memory: From the authors read in class.
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MATHEMATICS.
ALGEBRA I. (through quadratics.) Algebraic expres-
sions; the four fundamental operations for rational algebraic
expression; paren theses; factoring; determinatio~ of highest
common factor and lowest common multiple by factoring;
fractions, simple and complex; ratio and proportion; simple
equations; graphical representations; simultaneous linear
equations; square root and quadratic surds; quadratic
equations containing one or two unknowns; imaginary roots
in a quadratic equation.
Text: Wells and Hart. First Year. Five Periods.
PLANE GEOMETRY. Angles, perpendiculars and paral-
lels; triangles; concurrent lines of a triangle; theorems of
inequality; circles, metrical relations; constructions; men-
suration of polygons; comparison of areas; regular polygons
and the measurement of the circle; the solution of original
exercises, including loci problems; application to the mensura-
tion of lines and plane surfaces.
Text: Stone-Millis. Second Year. Five Periods.
ALGEBRA II. (quadratic8 and beyond.) The completion
of quadratic equations; problems depending on quadratic
equations; the binomial theorem for positive integral expo-
nents; variation; arithmetical and geometric progression
and graphs.
Text: Wells and Hart. One Semester. Five Periods.
SOLID GEOMETRY. The relations of planes and lines
in space; properties and measurement of prisms, pyramids.
cylinders and cones; the sphere and spherical triangle; original
exercises including loci problems; applications to the mensura-
tion of surfaces and solids.
Text: Stone-Millis. One Semester. Five Periods.
PLANE TRIGONOMETR~. Circular measurement of
angles; proofs of formulas; solution of trigonometric equa-
tions; theory and use of logarithms; solution of right and
oblique plane triangles, with practical applications.
Text: Wentworth. One Semester. Five Periods.
HISTORY.
FIRST YEAR. (Five periods.)
ANCIENT HISTORY. Oriental and Grecian History. His-
tory of Rome.
THIRD YEAR. (Five periods.)
MEDIAEVAL AND MODERN HISTORY.
FOURTH YEAR. (Five periods.)
ADVANCED AMERICAN HISTORY AND CIVICS.
CHEMISTRY.
A course of experimental lectures, recitations and problems
combined with laboratory work. The purpose of this course
is to acquaint the student with the fundamental principles
of the science and their application to inorganic and organic
compounds. It meets the demands of a liberal edueation,
and lays the foundation for more advanced work.
Lectures, four periods a week; laboratory, one double
period a week.
PHYSICS.
A course of lectures, recitations and demonstrations cover-
ing in a general manner the fundamental principles of Physics.
Written exercises by the students consisting of descriptions.
diagrams and sketches, and numerous practical problems and
examples supplement the lectures and recitations. Laboratory
experiments, illustr~ting the fundamental principles of Physics.
involving the elements of mechanics, sound, light, heat, mag-
netism and electricity.
Lectures and recitations, four periods a week; laboratory,
one double period each week.
Text for Lectures and Recitations: Millikan and Gale.
Laboratory Manual: Millikan and Gale.
BIOLOGY.
A first-year course in general biology. Lectures and
recitations, supplemented by laboratory and field work. Five
periods a week.
Text: Hunter's Elements of Biology.
Laboratory Manual: Sharpe.
PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
A study of the physical features of the earth and their
inf!uence on man; land, air and ocean; physiography of the
United States; distribution of plants and animals; latitude
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and longitude; meteorological instruments; weather maps;
reliel, hachure and contour maps. Five periods weekly. with
laboratory work.
Text: Tarr's New Physical Geography.
ELOCUTION.
One period a week throughout the four year course.
GERMAN.
ELEMENTARY GERMAN. (First Year.)
Bacon's German Grammar. Careful drill in pronunciation;
the memorizing and frequent repetition of easy colloquial
sentences; the rudiments of grammar; the article. nouns,
adjectives, pronouns, weak verbs, and the more usual strong
verbs; the use of the more ordinary prepositions, the simpler
uscs of the modal auxiliaries, and the elementary rules of syntax
and w()rd~order; frequent easy themes; the reading of gradu-
ated texts; reproduction of portion of text read; the memoriz-
ing of poems and dialogues. Five periods.
ELEMENTARY GEIUdAN. (Second Year.)
Bacon's German Grammar. The reading of easy stories
and plays; practice in translating themes based on the matter
read, and also in off-hand reproduction, oral and written, of
the substance of short and easy selected passages; continued
drill in the rudiments of grammar, to enable the pupil to use
his knowledge with facility in forming, and to state his knowl-
edge correctly in the technical language of grammar; memoriz~
ing of poems and dialogues.
Reading,: Carruth's German Reader; Grimm's Hans im
Glueck; Zscokke's Der lerb10chenB Krug; Schiller's Der
Ilandllchuh; Uhland's Dal 8chlo68 am Meers; Goethe's
Wandfffltrl Nachtlied; Andersen's MaB1'chen and Bilderbuch
ohntJ Bad,.,; Baumbach's Der SckwiBg6r8ohn. Storm's lm~
mtmlee. Five periods.
INTEU14EDIATlll GERMAN. (Third Year.)
Reading of German prose of ordinary difCiculty; trnnslation
into German of connected passages of simple English, pnra~
phrased from a given text; grammatical questions including
syntax and word formation; the translation and explanation
of passages from classical literature. Constant practice in
giving oral and written paraphrases. abstracts, and reproduc-
tions from memory; writing connected German passages
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from dictation; grammatical drill in the less usual strong
verbs, the use of the article, cases, auxiliaries of all kinds,
tenses and modes (with special reference to the infinitive and
subjunctive).
Readings: Goethe's Hermann und Dorothea and Iphgenie;
Scheffel's D61' Trompeter Don Saeckingen; Uhland's Poems;
Wildenbruch's Das edie Blut. Five periods.
I
ADVANCED COURSE. (Fourth Year.)
The reading of good literature in prose and poetry, selected
at the option of the teacher; reference reading of the lives
and works studied; frequent short them~s in German on sub-
jects assigned and the free translation of English into German.
Five periods.
SCIENTIFIC GERMAN. (Elective.)
A course of reading dealing with scientific subjects of general
interest. Its purpose is to prepare students for such profes-
sional courses as require a facility in reading German scientific
literature.
Text: Hodges' Course in Scientific German; Monographs.
Five periods.
FRENCH.
ELEMENTARY FRENCH. (First Year.)
Careful drill in pronunciation; elementary grammar with
exercises including the principal irregular verbs; frequent
practice in the use of more common French idioms; conver-
sational exercises based on selections translated in the class-
room; word order. sentence structure, elements of syntax;
writing French from dictation; memorizing short poems.
T6Zt: Fraser and Squair. Five periods.
ELEMENTARY FRENCH. (Second Year.)
Elementary grammar completed; easy variations based
on the text read; frequent abstracts, oral and written, of
author studied; writing French from dictation; conversation.
Text: Fraser and Squair. Five periods.
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH. (Third Year.)
Constant practice in giving French paraphrases, abstracts
and reproductions from memory of select portions of matter
read; more difficult parts of syntax emphasized; reading
French prose and verse of ordinary difficulty; writing French
from dictation; conversation; memorizing poems and
dialogues. Five periods.
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~nnual (tommenttmtnt.
XA VIER A CADEMY, AVONDALE.
MONDAY, JUNE 19, AT ~:80 P.M.
PROGRAMME.
Meditation-Thais Ma8senet
Violin-James C. Arata.
Piano-Anthony Bokenkotter.
The Citizen Paul C. Nordloh
The Fourth Commandment Joseph G. O'Meara
The Bells John B. Hardig
Humoresque
Violin-James C. Arata.
Piano-Anthony Bokenkotter.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF HONOllB.
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Dvorale
awatbs.
Honors and Class Standing are determined by the daily
recitations and quarterly competitions of the year. The
standard for the First Honors is 90 per cent., and for Second
Honors, 85 per cent.
jfourtb acabtmic (jfourtb !ear J}igb).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
ALPHONSE J. LAMMEIER, 98.6.
FIRST HONORS:
Robert C. Dolle, 98.25.
Robert G. Eggers, 91.4.
Cornelius H. Jansen, 90.8.
Norbert C. Brockman, 90.i5.
SECOND HONORS:
Paul C. Nordloh, 89. Erwin J. Kattus, 87.
Francis R. Gellenbeck, 88. John F. Byrne, 86.
John B. Hardig, 85.
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tltbitb ~cabtmic (~birb !Jear }[jfub).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collecti\'e Branches of the Clus
was merited by
LAWRENCE H. KYTE, 98.
FIRST HONORS:
Gerald R. Isphording, 91.
SECOND HONORS:
Florence A. Kennedy, 88.
Henry B. Kriege, 87.
Henry D. Campbell, 87.
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Robert T. Linfert, 86.
Howard A. Eggers, 85.
James F. Homan, 85.
~ttonb ~tabtmit, ~ (a;ttonb ~tat J)igb).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
BERNARD J. GRAUSE,96.9.
Bruno Scherl, 98.5.
FIRST HONORS:
Lawrence J. McDevitt, 90.7.
BE COND HONORS:
Richard Ruthman, 89.5. Robert C. Niemoeller, 89.!l.
Robert Feck, 86.
6tconb ~cabtmit, Jj (6ttonb ~tar~igb).
THE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
RAPHAEL T. KLEIN,96.4.
FIRST HONORS:
Raymond Kunkel. 96. Robert E. Cahill, 9~.5.
George C. Bishop. 91.8.
SE COND HONORS:
William McCarthy, 88.5.
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Alfred H. Morse. 87.7.
jfirlit acabtmtt (jf'ir~t ~tar J)tgb).
T}lE GOLD MEDAL
For the Highest Average in the Collective Branches of the Class
was merited by
PAUL W. GELDREICH, 98.6.
FIRST HONORS:
Orland H. Frommeyer, 97.7. Walter A. Callahan, 91.
Edward R. Don, 93.~. Jerome J. Corbett, 90.
Elder B. Sherry, 9~.7. Alfred C. Eiselein, 90.
SECOND HONORS:
Edwin L. Mehmert, 88.4.
George E. Scahill, 88.
William L. Dolle, 87.~.
Edwin V. Hartman, 86.~.
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Arthur J. Strobl, 86.
Camillus E. Caden, 85.6.
Philip C. Delaney, 85.4.
John D. Kispert.85.
l\tgt~ttr of ~tubtnt~.
Aman, Francis G Second Academic.
Amann, Berthold C. . Third Academic.
Arata, James C Third Academic.
Barrs, William E. . Fourth Academic.
Berger, Norbert J Third Academic.
Bishop, George C. . Second Academic.
Bokenkotter. Anthony Fourth Academic.
Brady. Philip S. . Second Academic.
Brockman, Norbert Fourth Academic.
Burns, William R. . Fourth Academic.
Buskirk. Randolph J Second Academic.
Busch, Edward Second Academic.
Butler. Joseph D. . Special Academic.
Byrne, John F Fourth Academic.
Caden, Camillus First Academic.
Cahill. Robert E. Second Academic.
Callahan, Walter First Academic.
Campbell, Henry D Third Academic.
Clarke, Howard J Third Academic.
Collins, Joseph E Fourth Academic.
Collins. Maurice R Special Academic.
Conway, John J Third Academic.
Cook, Henry E. . Second Academic.
Corbett. Jerome First Academic.
Deddens, William H. . Fourth Academic.
Delaney. Philip First Academic.
Doll. George W. . Third Academic.
Dolle. Robert C. . Fourth Academic.
Dolle, William First Academic.
Donnelly. George E•.................... Second Academic.
Don, Edward First Academic.
Dorsel, Sylvester Second Academic.
Doud. James J. . Fourth Academic.
Dugan, Leo Special Academic.
DuBrul, Stephen M. . Third Academic.
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Eggers, Howa.rd E. • ••...•....•.•....... Third Academic.
F;ggers, Robert G•.......•....•....•.... Fourth Academic.
EiJeIein, Albert First Academic.
Feck. Robert •.•...•. , .....•......•....• Second Academic.
}i'olz. David Special Academic
Preeman. Louis G Special Academic.
Frey, }i'rancis H.•....................... Fourth Academic.
}i'rommeyer, Orland First Academic.
Geldreich, Pa.ul First Academic.
GeUenbeck. Francis R. . Fourth Academic.
Gerwin, Robert F Third Academic.
Gilligan, James J '" Third Academic.
Gilligan, Raymond First Academic.
(habaI11. Albert J. . Special Academic.
Grainger. Walter T•..................... Second Academic.
Graulc, J. Bernard Second Academic.
Greve. l';dward ...............•......... First Academic.
Groene, Arthur J•....................... Second Academic.
Grote, Leo A. . Second Academic.
Gunther, Lawrence First Academic.
lindig, John B.•........................ Fourth Academic.
Hartman. Edwin First Academic.
Henry. Thom Second Academic.
Homan, James J•........................Third Academic.
Huerkamp, Edward Second Academic.
hphording, Gerald R•.......••...•...... Third Academic.
Janlen, Cornelius B•.•..•..•............. Fourth Academic.
Jeffus, Richard A.•.............•...... Second Academic.
Kain. Robert M Third Academic.
Ka.ttUI, Erwin J Fourth Academic.
Kearns, M. Scott First Academic.
Keer, Fra.ncls A. . Second Academic.
Kennedy. Florence A...••................ Third Academic.
Kispert. John First Academic.
Klein. ltaphael T..................• ·.··· Second Academic.
Krouxn. Lawrence J Fourth Academic.
Kunkel. Raym.ond...........•........... Second Academic.
Kunkem.oeIler, Lawrence ...............•. Special Academic.
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Kyte, Lawrence F Third Academic.
Kriege, Henry B Third Academic.
I
Lammeier, Alphonse J Fourth Academic.
Lampke, Edgar " First Academic.
Leonard, Luke First Academic.
Linfert, Robert T Third Academic.
Logan, Richard F Second Academic.
McCarthy, Felix J. . Second Academic.
McCarthy, William Second Academic.
McDevitt, Lawrence J Second Academic.
McDonald, Robert First Academic.
McHugh, Charles F Second Academic.
Manley, John M Third Academic.
Mayer, Paul First Academic.
Mehmert, Edwin First Academic.
Meyers, William G. . ~ Second Academic.
Monahan, John Fourth Academic.
Morse, Alfred H. . Second Academic.
Mountel, Eugene First Academic.
Mountel, Edward First Academic.
Mueller, Adam........•................. Special Academic.
Niemoeller, Robert Second Academic.
Nordloh, Paul C. . Fourth Academic.
Nurre, Bernard L. . Special Academic.
O'Brien, George E. Fourth Academic.
O'Keefe, Myles J Special Academic.
O'Meara, Henry First Academic.
O'Meara, Joseph G Fourth Academic.
Owens, Terence First Academic.
Reardon, William J Third Academic.
Rickard, Gerald B. . Second Academic.
Rieckelman, Harold E Fourth Academic.
Ruthman, Richard Second Academic.
Scahill, George First Academic.
Scherl, Bruno C. . Second Academic
Schmitt, Carl First Academic.
Sherry, Elder First Academic.
Sieber, Lawrence C Second Academic.
Strobl, Arthur First Academic.
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Sweeney, James ..............••........First Aca.demi:c.
Sweeny. Robert E .................•....Second AcadetlJic..
Verhage. Robert .....................••.Second Aeademic.
Verkamp. Herbert Second AeadetMc..
Walsh. John J. . Special Academic..
Walsh. William S Second Academic.
Wenstrup, Carl D Second Academic.
Wenstrup, Edward J Third Academic.
Wenstrup, Lucian H Second Academic.
Wenzel. Aloysius Speci.al Academic.
Wenzel, William ....................•...Special Academic.
Wess. Bernard Second Academic
Wetterer. Giles M. . Fourth Academic.
4.5
Jlttbs of tbt ~o(ltgt.
St.. Xavier College is now bringing its eighty-fourth
year of its existence to a successful close. While vener-
able in point of age and traditions, and in the long roster
of distinguished men whose names, once writ upon its
students' register, have become noted in Church and
state, in public and professional life, the College is still
youthful in vigor and energy, in its desire to meet and
best serve the ever-changing needs and conditions of
modem life.
While passing more than once through periods of
financial stress, St. Xavier has thus far succeeded in ad-
justing its expense budget to its revenues. To any Qne
familiar with the large endowments of non-Catholic
colleges, it is a matter of surprise that Catholic colleges
with their generally scant incomes can manage to exist,
and the surprise disappears only when we recall that
their professors give their services without salary.
But even with this advantage, it must be evident that
an unendowed college is hampered in many ways. New
buildings must be erected, old ones repaired, new scientific
apparatus and other equipment must be secured, and
professors for special work and technical branches en-
gaged. In spite of alI obstacles, St. Xavier has forged
ahead, and relying largely on Providence, is now planning
a greater St. Xavier which will be worthy of the progres-
sive metropolis and people for whose benefit it is projected.
A beautiful tract of twenty-six acres has been purchased
in Avondale, which it is hoped a not distant future will
see graced with splendid buildings worthy of the city and
the College.
Whoever feels within him the noble prompting to
strive for the uplifting of his fellow-men, will scarcely
"6
find richer returns for his investments than in the cause
of Catholic higher education. The world-long struggle
between truth and error is now keenest in the intellectual
field, and truth can only hope to win, if its champions
are well equipped with all the best weapons of modern
learning and research. We have confidence in our cause;
let us show that we are willing to make sacrifices for it.
Persons of benevolent intentions sometimes hesitate
to give needed assistance to colleges, under the mistaken
impression that such benevolence aids only the sons of the
wealthy, who should be able to provide for themselves.
As a matter of fact the majority of students in our Catholic
colleges and high schools are the children of parents who
are making great sacrifices and depriving themselves of
many comforts to give their sons a Catholic higher edu-
cation. The number of wealthy students in our colleges
is generally comparatively small. There is abundance
of talent and ambition amongst our Catholic youth, but
only a small portion of it is now being developed to the
advantage of society. Nor can we hope that this wasted
and unused talent and ability will be utilized, until our
men and women of means learn to appreciate the im-
portance of higher education to Church, state and indi-
vidual, and at the same time realize how Dlany are hin- .
dered from attaining to intellectual eminence by lack of
opportunity.
To be practical, we hope that the large debt of St.
Xavier will soon be cancelled, its.needed buildings erected,
burses and scholarships founded; and, better still, en-
dowments made, so that no bright ambitious graduate
of our parochial schools may be barred, for lack of means,
from a Catholic higher education.
~tntraI announttmtntfj.
Matriculation-Parents are requested to enter their sons as
soon as possible after August 15th. Office Hours: 9 to
11 A.M. Students may apply before August 15th at St.
Xavier College, Seventh and Sycamore Streets, from
9 to 11 A.M. or 2 to 4 P.M.
Examination for Free Scholarships, open to all the parochial
schools of Cincinnati and vicinity, on Saturday, June 15th,
at 8:30 A.M.
Examinations of Oonditioned Students will take place on
Thursday, September 14th, at 9 A.M.
Entrance Examinations will be held on Thursday, August B1st,
at 9 A.M.
Fall Opening-Registration, Monday, September 4th. Classes
re-open, Tuesday, September 5th.
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